
 
  

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
11 June 2021  

 

Resilience and the Resilient people we know. 
“Resilience is the core strength you use to lift the load of Life”. Dr Amit Sood MD 

Important Dates:  
 

Friday 18 June  Year 10 Pathways Days  

Monday 21 June  Rooney House Day 

Friday 25 June  JS Assembly  

Sunday 27 June  Country Week Departs  
 

Dear parents and caregivers, 
 

Research tells us that people who have a strong learning orientation, a focus on learning in competitive situations and a 
growth mindset, a belief that they can grow, develop and change, tend to be more resilient to setbacks, mistakes and 
failures.  In contrast, people who tend to be less resilient, focus on ability in a competitive performance, wanting to prove 
their ability or wanting to avoid a lack of ability.  People with a fixed mindset also tend to be less resilient when they focus 
on the fixed abilities they are born with. Their interpretation of their own setbacks and failures are often viewed in a negative 
manner with them worrying they are not smart enough, resulting in their effort to withdraw, rather than persist or try again. 
 

As students look forward with delight or nervousness in the releasing of exam and assessment results in conjunction with 
their Semester One school reports, I am wondering where  you might  place your child on the resilience continuum according 
to the research data as suggested in the previous paragraph? Building resilience in children is not about making them tough. 
Resilience is the ability to recover from difficulties and helping them to manage how they feel. Psychologists define resilience 
as the process of adapting well in the face of adversity, trauma, tragedy, threats, or significant sources of stress—such as 
family and relationship problems, serious health problems, exam results and poor achievement outcomes. 
 

As much as resilience involves “bouncing back” from difficult experiences, it can also involve profound personal growth. If 
we are inclined to ‘fix it’ each time our children face a dilemma, do we give them the strategies to help them work out the 
solution for themselves? Ask yourselves, do I take away the opportunity for my child to develop a growth mindset, which 
assists him/her to adapt to the challenges they face, if I continually ‘fix it’ for them?   Remember, success is not final, failure 
is not fatal, it is the courage to continue, that really counts. Resilient people do experience stress, setbacks, and difficult 
emotions, but they tap into their strengths and seek help from support systems to overcome challenges and work through 
problems. 
 

While certain factors might make some individuals more resilient than others, resilience isn’t necessarily a personality trait 
that only some people possess. On the contrary, resilience involves behaviours, thoughts, and actions that anyone can learn 
and develop. The ability to learn resilience is one reason research has shown that resilience is ordinary, not extraordinary. 
Life Is not about how fast you run, or how high you climb, but how well you bounce back from adversity. 
 

The feedback that students receive from their Semester One results will either encourage them to choose their next 
challenge and look for ways to improve expected achievements in core subjects or perhaps encourage them to look for an 
easy way out. If teachers and tutors continue to provide the necessary targeted feedback and praise students for their hard 
work and effort to cultivate their growth mindset, they will take on the challenges and learn from them. They will 
demonstrate ways they can stretch and increase their abilities to achieve greater success. When students believe they can 
get smarter, they understand that effort makes them stronger. This is the motivation to put in extra time and effort which 
leads to higher achievement. 
 

When we look to ordinary people we know, Turia Pitt, Rosie Batty, Dylan Alcott, Kurt Fearnley and  Neale Daniher with  their 
individual resilient  efforts to rebuild their lives after tragedy and the diagnosis of  disability or disease, we acknowledge and 
applaud their extraordinary determination in striving to create better opportunities for themselves and others like them. 
They have utilised their resources, strengths, and skills to overcome their trauma, adversity and challenges and have worked 
through all setbacks and obstacles placed before them. 

  



They are competent and confident, grateful, accepting, 
compassionate and forgiving, all components that are 
interrelated and integral to the make-up of being a resilient 
human being. Their witness of resilience behaviours 
provides us with the assurance that resilience is a special 
skill, an adaptive mode of thinking which has to be 
developed gradually, using different techniques to improve 
one’s responses to unwanted or adverse obstacles.  
 

“The struggle you are in today is developing the strength 
you need tomorrow”.  
 

God Bless  
 

Carol Geurts  
Principal  
carol.geurts@cewa.edu.au 

SECONDARY SCHOOL NEWS 

This week has been unusually quiet around the College as 
numerous off-site learning experiences have been 
occurring. Mrs Tempra is away on leave until Thursday 17 
June, any pressing matters, please be in contact with myself 
or Carol Geurts. 
 

Ningaloo Camp 
Year 9 and 10 students made the trek to Coral Bay during 
the long weekend to immerse themselves in the Ningaloo 
Reef. Land and water-based activities have kept students 
busy and I am sure Mr Blincow has added an educational 
element of Biology to the trip. The College thanks Mr 
Blincow for his coordination of this massive event (in lieu of 
our regular Canberra trip) and Mrs Sheridan, Mr Mason, Ms 
Pintaudi and Mr Rogerson for volunteering their time to 
supervise the trip. Despite some rain yesterday, students 
are enjoying themselves and embracing the camping 
experience at the camp school. 

 

 
Year 11 and 12 
Examinations 
Today sees the end of the 
Year 11 examination 
period and the Year 12’s 
finishing before the long 
weekend last week. Well 
done to all students who 
navigated the stressful 
times, negotiating study 
routines and the other pressures of teenage life! Students 
will be receiving results shortly as they commence 
Semester Two work.  

Year 12 Retreat 
Following examinations seemed to be the perfect time for 
our Year 12’s to embark on the annual retreat experience. 
With a slightly different format this year, Ms Chilvers has 
coordinated various activities to help our oldest students 
continue to develop themselves on a personal level. With 
only 14 school weeks left until their time at Kearnan ends, 
the retreat is an integral part of helping students find out 
where and who they wish to be in their adult life. We also 
thank Mr Ure, Mrs Bookless and Ms Ardagh for their help 
and support of the event to ensure its success (despite 
some cold and wet weather). 
 

2022 Orientation Day for Year 7 students 
Last Wednesday Kearnan College welcomed over forty Year 
6 students from around the district into the secondary 
classrooms to see what high school looks like at Kearnan 
College. Students were exposed to Woodwork, where they 
made a spinning top with Mr Chodoroski. Mr Blincow got 
students involved into Chemistry where they were required 
to observe six different types of reactions. Mr Mason gave 
the students an Outdoor Education challenge in leadership 
and teamwork, and Mrs Fialkowski inspired future chefs in 
Home Economics. 
 

Adding another dimension to this day was the leadership 
and mentoring opportunities that numerous Senior School 
students volunteered for. From helping run experiments, 
guiding students in Woodwork or being a friendly face 
giving directions I would like to thank and praise those 
students – there are too many to mention! 
 

From here all Year 6 students and families are strongly 
encouraged to make contact with the College in order to 
confirm their enrolment for Year 7, 2022. If any families are 
wanting more information about what high schooling looks 
like at Kearnan, please make an appointment with Mrs 
Carol Geurts via the College administration team. 

 

High Schools Netball Cup 
Next week Mrs Burvill will be embarking to Bunbury with 
the College’s netball teams to test themselves against the 
best of the South West. This is a qualifier for the state final 
to determine the best school based team in Western 
Australia. The College has also entered a boy’s team which 
will be travelling to Perth the week after. Well done to all 
students who have trained hard this term and Kearnan 
wishes you all well! 
 

Mr Aaron Pedlar 
Acting Head of Secondary 
aaron.pedlar@cewa.edu.au 

mailto:carol.geurts@cewa.edu.au


JUNIOR SCHOOL NEWS 

Book Fair  
Thanks to Mrs Schutz who once 
again hosted a wonderful Book 
Fair for our Kearnan families to 
enjoy. The sales made during 
the fair will go towards stocking 
up new titles in our school 
library. 
 

Interschool Cross Country 
from Mrs Harris 
The Interschool Cross-Country was a great success. We 
were blessed with a beautiful sunny day for the carnival, 
which only lifted the spirits of all involved. The day was 
made successful thanks to the exemplary behaviour and 
participation of all students. Kearnan College students 
participated with a competitive and cooperative spirit 
throughout the entire day. Congratulations to Saskia 
Dronow (Year 3) and Layne Waugh (Year 4) who were 
standout performers. Saskia won first place and Layne took 
home second place out of forty competitors. Top effort 
girls! We are enormously proud of your determination and 
stamina. Well done to all! 

 

First Communion and First Reconciliation  
On the weekend of 29 and 30 May, some of our very special 
Year 3 and 4 students received the Sacrament of Penance 
and the Sacrament of the Eucharist for the very first time. 
Thank you to Miss Dumper, Mrs Kammann and Mrs Kezich 
for preparing our students, Mrs Cully who assisted with the 
amazing Church decorations and Mrs Geurts who shared 
her talent of music on both days. Special thanks to Father 
John and Mr Rosinksi who was our celebrant and acolyte 
for the celebrations. It was wonderful to see friends of our 
Communion candidates present for the special Mass, as 
they had been praying for their friends for many months, 
leading up to the day. Thank you to all the families involved 
on both special days. 

                

 
 

Homework Club  
Well done to the students who are getting their homework 
done on a Tuesday afternoon at Homework Club. Our keen 
students read, number crunch and test their spelling for an 
hour after school. If you would like your child to attend, 
please contact the office for a permission form. We only 
have a couple of sessions left, as on the last week of term 
we do not run the after-school class. 
 

Reports  
As teachers prepare the Semester One reports, it is time to 
remind parents that these will be sent home according to 
family preference of online through SEQTA Engage or a 
paper copy given to your child on the last day of this term. 
You can log into SEQTA Engage via our College website. We 
recommend you try to log into the site prior to the release 
of the reports. If you have any problems, please contact the 
office for assistance. 
Students from Years 1-6 will receive an overall grade (A-E) 
in each learning area. These grades reflect the knowledge, 
understandings and skills that children working at their 
year level would typically show. If your child receives a C 
grade, they are achieving at the required level for their 
year. Students in Pre-primary are reported using 
achievement descriptors, for example “working towards”. 
This year we will alternate comments for Science and HASS, 
with a comment provided in Science during Semester One 
and a comment provided for HASS in Semester Two. Our 
Kindy students have their own report, created to match 
their developmental skills. 
 

Reading Buddies  
Our classes are enjoying getting together to share the love 
of reading and developing new friendships. Our Buddy 
Reading program allows our older students to model good 
reading behaviours and share some wonderful stories with 
their younger friends. 
Below are photos of our 
Year 1 students shared 
some special time with 
their Year 4 buddies. 

  

 
 

Red Cross Visit 
Next Wednesday our Year 5 and Year 6 classes will be 
visited by staff from Red Cross to learn about the amazing 
work they do around the world. They will be looking at the 
plight of refugees within the global and Australian context, 
human rights and the United Nations Conventions. 
 

Football Clinic 
On Thursday, as part of their Physical Education lessons, 
our students enjoyed a Footy Clinic in the wet winter 
weather. They were put through their paces, practicing 



drills and skills with Ty from the WA Country Football 
Commission. Plenty of fun was had! 

 

Thought for the Week  
“With every word we utter, with every action we take, 
we know our kids are watching us. We as parents are 
their most important role models.” ~ Michelle Obama  
 

Have a great weekend, 
 

Mrs Peta Barton  
Head of Junior School 
peta.barton1@cewa.edu.au 
 

STRENGTHS & WELLNESS SPOTLIGHT 

Focus, nerves and facing our fears 
We have a lot of distractions around us. Sometimes our 
world becomes very busy and we struggle to keep on track. 
Over the next few weeks Kearnan will place the spotlight 
on focus, nerves and facing our fears. 

FOCUS: 

Try noticing when your thoughts are drifting away from 
what you are meant to be doing.  
Wellbeing tip: Really cannot focus, but want to?  
#1: Name one thing you can taste, smell, hear, see and 
touch. This will bring you back into the present moment 
and allow you to regain your focus.  
COMING SOON!!! AN EXCITING OPPORTUNITY FOR ALL 
PARENTS TO PARTICIPATE IN A PARENT WORKSHOP TO 
HELP SUPPORT THEIR CHILD WITH ANXIETY, PRESENTED 
BY DOLLY BHARGAVA!  

 
In this practical workshop we will address:  
1. How to create a home environment that reduces 

anxiety. 
2. What can we do as parents to build resilience to 

encourage our child to engage in positive risk taking & 
encourage independence, and 

3. What to do if your child shows signs of anxiety. 

CONTAINERS FOR CHANGE 

How to earn lots of extra house points with Containers for 
Change.  
 

*Save your eligible containers at home 
*Take them to your nearest depot 
*Return them using the P&F ID: C10365638 
*Return the deposit slip with your name on it to the house 
token box in the front office 
 

The following towns have depots that take most of the 
refundable items. 
 

BALINGUP/ BRIDGETOWN /GREENBUSHES 
Recycle Rd Bridgetown 
Thursdays 8am-12noon Saturdays 9am-1pm 
BOYUP BROOK 
147 Bode St Boyup Brook 
Thursday & Saturday 10am -2pm 
MANJIMUP 
5 Margerison St Manjimup 
Tuesday, Friday & Saturday 8am -12noon 
NANNUP 
4 Brockman St Nannup 
Wednesdays 8am -11am 
PEMBERTON 
Wednesdays 12noon -3pm 
 

Not sure if a container is eligible for a refund? go to the 
website and enter the product barcode to check. 
For more information www.containersforchange.com.au 
 

 
 

PARISH NEWS 

 

PARISH MASS TIMES 

DATE St Joseph’s 
Manjimup 

Sacred Heart 
Pemberton  

12.6.21 8.30 am 6.00 pm  

13.6.21 10.30 am  8.30 am 

19.6.21 8.30 am  6.00 pm   

20.6.21 10.30 am   8.30 am  

mailto:peta.barton1@cewa.edu.au
http://www.containersforchange.com.au/

